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Abstract A molecular simulation scheme, called Leap-dy-
namics, that provides efficient sampling of protein conforma-
tional space in solution is presented. The scheme is a combined
approach using a fast sampling method, imposing conformational
`leaps' to force the system over energy barriers, and molecular
dynamics (MD) for refinement. The presence of solvent is
approximated by a potential of mean force depending on the
solvent accessible surface area. The method has been successfully
applied to N-acetyl-L-alanine-N-methylamide (alanine dipep-
tide), sampling experimentally observed conformations inacces-
sible to MD alone under the chosen conditions. The method
predicts correctly the increased partial flexibility of the mutant
Y35G compared to native bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor. In
particular, the improvement over MD consists of the detection of
conformational flexibility that corresponds closely to slow
motions identified by nuclear magnetic resonance techniques.
z 2000 Federation of European Biochemical Societies.
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1. Introduction

Protein dynamics involving conformational equilibria and
folding processes occurs on a great variety of time scales rang-
ing from picoseconds to minutes [1]. Computer simulations
can provide an important insight into protein folding mecha-
nisms. However, even the most extensive molecular dynamics
(MD) simulation, spanning 1 Ws of a small protein folding in
water [2], can only supply a partial picture of the complex
folding process. An alternative to long-term MD is complete
mapping of the protein energy landscape by theoretical or
experimental methods. This would e¡ectively solve the protein
folding problem and at the same time allow for a detailed
description of protein dynamics. However, such a complete
mapping is not feasible [3] and current techniques provide
only limited information on the energy landscape. A given
protein structure explores multiple conformations close to

the lowest possible free energy, all of which exhibit very sim-
ilar structural characteristics. Conformational substates also
exist, which are separated by energy barriers larger than
kBT (where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temper-
ature). Transitions between substates occur on relatively long
time scales [4]. Therefore, it is of central importance to devel-
op time-saving techniques, which allow for an improved sam-
pling of con¢gurational space [5,6]. Several approaches have
recently been proposed to enhance the e¤ciency of the explo-
ration of con¢gurational space [7^10]. It has been concluded
that the future of sampling methods relies on multiple ap-
proaches using a combination of fast sampling methods and
MD to obtain a realistic ensemble [11,12].

Here, a combined approach of MD and the CONCOORD
`essential dynamics' method (CED) [9] is proposed, which we
call Leap-dynamics (LD). LD uses CED to impose conforma-
tional perturbations of the molecule that are su¤cient to force
the system over energy barriers, allowing access to di¡erent
regions of the energy surface. To re¢ne individual sampled
conformations, the molecule is then allowed to relax to lower
energy states through application of MD in implicit solvent
[13]. LD has been tested on two model systems: N-acetyl-L-
alanine-N-methylamide (alanine dipeptide) and bovine pan-
creatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI). Alanine dipeptide is used to
examine the ability of LD to sample a full conformational
energy space for a small molecule. BPTI is used to examine
the ability of LD to simulate the e¡ect of a destabilising
mutation on the molecular £exibility of a small protein, in
particular the increase in conformational space accessible to
the mutant protein.

Alanine dipeptide has been used for many theoretical stud-
ies as a minimum model containing a single P/i angle pair.
An ab initio study has calculated the energy pro¢le of the
complete P/i map in vacuo [14]. Low-energy conformations
are found in the C7eq, C5, L and PII region (herein referred to
as L region) and in the KR region. However, solvent interac-
tions play an important role in determining the conformations
of the peptide. A combined CD and nuclear magnetic reso-
nance (NMR) study showed a conformational transition from
preferentially C7eq in apolar solvents to preferentially PII and
KR in polar/aqueous solution [15]. Previous results using a
Langevin/implicit-Euler scheme successfully improved the
sampling of L and KR conformations in vacuo with respect
to simple MD [16]. A successful sampling method should
detect conformations spanning the L and KR regions and it
should include solvent contributions.

BPTI represents a model system for method developments
on proteins. Numerous studies by crystallography [17], NMR
[18^20] and molecular simulation [20^23] have been per-
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formed in order to characterise the structural and dynamic
properties of this molecule. The mutant Y35G BPTI repre-
sents an interesting example in which a single point mutation
enhances signi¢cantly the £exibility of 40% of the residues as
shown by means of crystallography [24] and NMR investiga-
tions [25].

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Simulation methods
Calculations were performed on Intel PII processors (350 and 400

MHz) running on the Linux 2.0.36 kernel. The atomic coordinates of
the crystal structures of the model structure BPTI (1BPI) [26] and
Y35G BPTI (8PTI) [24] were taken from the Brookhaven protein
data bank. The GROMOS96 package was used for energy minimisa-
tion (EM) and MD simulations [27]. EM was performed using the
steepest descent method. MD was run at 300 K applying weak cou-
pling to a temperature bath, using a relative relaxation time of 0.1.
The SHAKE algorithm was used, enabling simulated time steps of
2 ps. An implicit solvent was incorporated by a mean force for water
interactions [13]. CED simulations were performed by using the pro-
gram CONCOORD [9]. Secondary structure assessment and hydrogen
bond assessment were made by using the program DSSP [28]. Root
mean square deviation (rmsd) di¡erences, Ramachandran distribu-
tions and angle values were determined using the program MOLMOL
[29]. Solvent accessible surface areas were computed by applying self-
written routines [13]. The stereochemical quality of structures was
checked using the program packages WHATIF [30] and PROCHECK
[31].

2.2. LD
LD is performed by passing a structure through sequential cycles of

(a) CED, (b) EM, (c) MD and (d) EM simulations. First, a single new
structure was generated by CED. This structure was subjected to
50 steps of initial EM, followed by 10 ps of MD in implicit water
solvent and further EM for 500 steps. The ¢nal structure of one LD
cycle was used to initiate the next cycle. This set of parameters was
chosen from systematic test simulations. The procedure was auto-
mated by software written by the authors.

We have compared the results of LD with separate MD, LD and
CED simulations. For alanine dipeptide the separate MD simulation
spanned 10 ns and conformations were stored every 10 ps. The LD
simulation applied the CED/EM/MD/EM scheme as described above
using the same MD routine as the separate MD simulation. The
separate CED simulation was used to create 1000 conformations.

Comparative MD, LD and CED simulations were also performed
on BPTI and the mutant Y35G BPTI. The separate MD run was
performed for 1 ns of molecular motion, storing conformations every
10 ps. The LD simulation applied the CED/EM/MD/EM scheme as
described above using the same MD routine as the MD separate
simulation. The separate CED simulation was used to generate
100 conformations. Calculation time per cycle (corresponding to the
generation of one structure) on a 400 MHz PII processor was about
30 s for alanine dipeptide and 24 min for BPTI or Y35G BPTI.

2.3. Implicit solvation
A recurrent problem in simulations with implicit solvation energy

terms is the treatment of ionic sidechains [32]. The balance between
polar^non-polar versus non-polar^non-polar group interactions is
very di¡erent in water and in the gas phase. In the gas phase the
two contributions are very similar, while in water desolvating polar
groups require energy expenditure and polar^non-polar interactions
are consequently repulsive. The solvation mean force approach used
here is implemented in combination with the GROMOS96 force ¢eld
for in vacuo simulations with the total charges of ionic sidechains
neutralised (pseudo-ionic sidechains) [13]. This method has been pro-
ven to perform well for a number of proteins compared to explicit
water simulations. By using implicit solvation in the LD scheme, long
equilibration phases of the solvent are avoided. Nevertheless, the in-
troduction of CED steps in each LD cycle perturbs the system more
drastically than in a continuous MD simulation, which can produce
more unrealistic conformations. In order to avoid this, the implicit
solvation was modi¢ed with the absolute values of atomic solvation

parameters for nitrogen and oxygen atoms of pseudo-ionic sidechains
increased about threefold. An alternative modi¢cation is to use a
distance dependent dielectric constant in combination with the solva-
tion mean force [32].

3. Results and discussion

LD is a combined scheme, applying a sequence of CED/
EM/MD/EM to a molecule. The resulting conformation is
used as the starting point for the following cycle. The CED
step imposes a perturbation by restrained atomic rearrange-
ments (`leaps'), which leads to an average increase in energy.
Both factors, the conformational rearrangement (displacement
in energy landscape) and the increase in energy (uphill in
energy landscape), are essential for overcoming energy bar-
riers. The increase in energy is about 700 kJ/mol, which is
2^3 times the maximum energy £uctuations observed in
long-term MD simulations of BPTI [22]. Most of the energy
is initially stored in covalent energy terms (bond stretching,
angle deformation, dihedral interaction) and these values rap-
idly decrease during the ¢rst EM step in the LD cycle. The
MD step relaxes the molecule downhill to a local minimum
and thereby re¢nes the structure. In the next sections the
application of LD to the chosen systems is shown.

3.1. Alanine dipeptide
The aim is to produce e¡ective sampling of alanine dipep-

tide conformational space in order to make a direct compar-
ison with MD simulations in implicit water.

The 3D-energy landscape of the alanine dipeptide in explicit
water is shown in Fig. 1A. The energy surface in the explicit
water simulation is £attened with respect to that obtained in
vacuo and the number of local minima is increased, as already
pointed out in a previous study which applied a mean force
potential for the solvent [33]. The two lowest energy minima
correspond to conformations in the L region (close to 380/
100) and in the KR region (close to 360/360) and they are
almost isoenergetic in water. In Fig. 1B^D 2D contour plots
of the landscape in Fig. 1A are displayed. The MD run sam-
ples only the L region and very poor sampling is achieved in
the KR region. On the other hand, LD successfully samples
conformations in both regions. Even though the P/i values
are slightly spread with respect to the minima of the energy
landscape (in water), the sampled conformations clearly pop-
ulate the two main allowed regions. The observed transition
frequency between the L and KR region is 132 per 1000 gen-
erated structures, implying that a major conformational tran-
sition is induced about every tenth generated structure. If
restraints are applied in order to disallow the KR region, con-
formations in the C7ax are found (Fig. 1D). It is important to
note that the low energy pro¢le for the KL region in explicit
water simulations (Fig. 1A) is due to particularly favourable
water^solute interactions. A bridging water molecule between
the two NH amide groups stabilises their proximate disposi-
tion in this conformation. In the absence of explicit solvent
such a disposition is unfavourable because of electrostatic
repulsion of the aligned NH dipoles. This represents a partic-
ular case, for which hardly any implicit solvent method could
account. Thus, by disallowing the KR region, the C7ax and KL

regions are accessible by the leaps, but during the early MD
relaxation the system tends to escape from the KL conformers
by drifting to the C7ax region. This shows that all main energy
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minima are in principle accessible by LD sampling, but C7ax

and KL conformations are less favourable in solvent than KR,
according to experimental ¢ndings in water [15].

3.2. BPTI and Y35G BPTI
The performance of the three di¡erent methods CED alone,

MD alone and LD, with regard to sampling e¤ciency and
quality of generated structures was investigated for the pro-
tein BPTI and its Y35G mutant. The results are shown in Fig.
2A,B in which the surface represents the envelope of a bundle
of 10 superimposed conformations. Thick regions therefore
correspond to high mobility, thin regions to conformationally
constrained stretches. All methods show good superimposi-
tion of residues in the central region of the molecule and
high mobility of the C-terminal residues. However, they
clearly di¡er in the assessment of £exibility in all other parts
of the molecule. Results of MD and LD simulations yield
similar ranges of mobility for BPTI, whereas CED alone

shows £exibility only in loop regions and underestimates the
£exibility of other structural elements. The MD and LD sim-
ulations of BPTI are very similar since 1 ns of MD samples
most of the conformations of the small and rigid protein.

The results for the £exible Y35G mutant show more strik-
ingly the di¡erence in the three methods in assessment of
mobility. MD and CED alone show relatively little change
in the mobilities of all regions relative to the control BPTI.
However, LD reveals the destabilisation of major structural
parts by the single-site mutation (Fig. 2B). This is in accor-
dance with evidence of cooperative motion mediated by the
14^38 disul¢de bond [34]. The average angle variation (rmsd
of P and i, see Table 1) between 100 conformations generated
by each method and the di¡erence between the two crystal
structures is used as a measure of local conformational £exi-
bility [35]. A plot of the angle variation versus the residue
number for LD sampling of Y35G is in good agreement
with experimental results (Fig. 2C). The same two regions,

Fig. 1. A: Energy landscape of alanine dipeptide in explicit water. The colour coding is given in the colour bar. B: P/i angle pairs (1000) of a
10 ns MD simulation of alanine dipeptide in implicit water are plotted on the projected energy landscape of A (star symbols). MD samples
only nearly exclusively in the L region. C: Like B, results from a LD simulation are shown. LD samples in the L and KR region. D: Like C;
LD samples in the L and C7ax region, since the KR region is disallowed by arti¢cial restraints.
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which exhibit di¡erences in the crystal structure, are seen to
exhibit enhanced angle variation in LD simulations (Fig. 2C).
N15 relaxation data from NMR investigations of the dynamics
of Y35G BPTI have shown a strongly increased £exibility at
residues 10^20 and 33^44, which corresponds to motions in
the Ws to ms time scales [25]. In fact, the NMR data show the

predicted increase in mobility at residues 15^20, whereas the
crystal structures exhibit small angle variations in this region.
The narrow peaks of high mobility in the MD simulation
indicate £exibility of single residues or very short stretches
that cannot be ascribed to concerted motion of mobile re-
gions. In Fig. 2B the MD simulation shows little mobility

Fig. 2. A and B: Mobility representation of structure bundles of BPTI (A) and Y35G BPTI (B) from CED (left), MD (centre) and LD (right)
simulations. Flexible regions are thick, constrained regions are thin. LD samples the increased £exibility of Y35G. The ¢gure was produced us-
ing MOLMOL. C: Angle variation of residues in LD simulations of BPTI (gray ¢lled bars) and Y35G BPTI (black clear bars). The dotted
line shows the di¡erence between the crystal structures expressed as rmsd of P and i angles. Arrows indicate residue stretches 10 to 20 and 33
to 44, which show increased £exibility (relative to BPTI) in NMR investigations. LD samples £exibility better than MD in regions 17 to 19
and 33 to 39. Calculation of angle variation is given in Table 1.
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compared to the one from LD simulations. The large dihedral
angle variations observed in MD simulations in Fig. 2C re£ect
local variations of adjacent P/i angles but no long-distance
correlated dihedral variations. In the case of LD simulations
the sausage representation shows long stretches (residues 10^
18 and 35^42) of £exibility in correspondence with experimen-
tal ¢ndings.

The most important ¢nding is that the regions predicted by
LD to show the greatest mobility in the mutant are clearly
identi¢ed with residues shown experimentally to be mobile in
the relatively slow Ws/ms range which is di¤cult, if not impos-
sible, to access using conventional MD techniques. The angle
variation in MD is relatively low at residues 17^20 and 33^39,
underestimating the £exibility identi¢ed by NMR in these
regions.

Collective motions in the ns time scale have been observed
for BPTI in MD simulations in explicit water [21]. LD sam-
ples additionally collective motions in the Ws to ms time scales
using a faster computational scheme.

The average properties of the 100 generated structures of
BPTI and Y35G BPTI are summarised in Table 1. The ener-
gies of the LD and MD structures are similar, i.e. the di¡er-
ence lies within the standard variation, whereas conformations
generated by CED alone are approximately 250 kJ/mol higher
in energy. The average radius of gyration is reasonably close
to that of the crystal structures in all simulations. The rmsd
values and the angle variation values show a similar confor-
mational £uctuation in MD and LD structures of BPTI and

less £uctuation in CED structures. The simulations of Y35G
BPTI reveal a large backbone variation within the LD con-
formations and an increased angle variation of the MD and
CED structures, compared to BPTI. The ratio of hydrophobic
to hydrophilic solvent accessible surface indicates solvation
e¤ciency, since hydrophobic groups tend to be inaccessible
in the water environment. The lower values of the ratios for
LD structures indicate that the method produces more fa-
vourable conformations. Secondary structure assessment indi-
cates an overestimation of L sheet content and an underesti-
mation of helix content in MD simulations, which is not
re£ected in either LD or CED simulations. The Ramachan-
dran values show few violations for CED simulations, which
tend to retain the structures within allowed regions due to
their common starting structure and inherent distance geom-
etry constraints. These constraints have a correcting e¡ect on
the LD structures (in the CED step), which show fewer dis-
allowed P/i values than the MD structures. This trend is also
re£ected in the more negative PROSA energies, whereas great-
er WHATIF scores of the MD structures indicate slightly
more favourable geometry, probably because the LD con-
formers retain some of the stereochemical distortions from
the CED steps.

4. Conclusions

A novel computational scheme, LD, for the simulation of
molecular mobility has been applied to alanine dipeptide and

Table 1
Comparison of average conformational properties of structures generated by MD, LD, CED and reference crystal structuresa (BPTI, Y35G)

BPTI MD BPTI LD BPTI CED BPTI Y35G MD Y35G LD Y35G CED Y35G

E (kJ/mol)b 33975 þ 74 34039 þ 68 33758 þ 44 ^ 35536 þ 76 35413 þ 50 35154 þ 54 ^
Rgyr (Aî )c 11.22 þ 0.16 11.03 þ 0.12 11.48 þ 0.05 11.34 10.94 þ 0.11 11.18 þ 0.18 11.53 þ 0.06 10.95
rmsdd

bb 2.03 þ 0.58 1.98 þ 0.82 1.58 þ 0.49 ^ 1.93 þ 0.48 2.37 þ 0.59 1.49 þ 0.48 ^
rmsdall 2.74 þ 0.67 2.49 þ 0.77 1.89 þ 0.57 ^ 2.60 þ 0.53 3.17 þ 0.69 1.79 þ 0.57 ^
Angle variatione 23 þ 14 18 þ 5 9 þ 4 ^ 26 þ 20 31 þ 14 11 þ 3 ^
SASf

SAStot (Aî 2) 4814 þ 73 4699 þ 107 4646 þ 45 4616 4572 þ 97 4702 þ 94 4751 þ 44 4372
SASphob (Aî 2) 2598 þ 50 2497 þ 75 2652 þ 29 2612 2520 þ 58 2553 þ 61 2687 þ 28 2467
SASphil (Aî 2) 2217 þ 41 2202 þ 38 1997 þ 22 2004 2052 þ 52 2150 þ 53 2064 þ 20 1905
SASratio 1.17 1.13 1.33 1.30 1.23 1.19 1.30 1.30
Secondary structureg

Helix (%) 17.7 22.6 21.8 20.7 18.2 22.1 22.0 20.7
Sheet (%) 30.3 24.7 24.1 24.1 26.2 17.9 24.1 20.7
Coil (%) 24.9 24.7 28.0 25.9 21.9 30.1 27.4 25.9
Turn (%) 6.8 5.3 5.1 3.4 6.2 7.5 4.9 5.2
Others (%) 20.3 22.7 21.0 25.9 27.5 22.4 21.6 27.5
Ramah

Core (%) 67.3 71.4 86.1 95.7 68.2 69.6 86.5 86.7
Allow (%) 25.6 25.3 13.8 4.3 24.5 28.0 13.3 13.3
Gener. (%) 2.9 1.7 0.1 0.0 1.2 2.0 0.2 0.1
Disallow (%) 4.2 1.6 0.0 0.0 6.1 0.4 0.0 0.0
PROSAi 31.72 þ 0.19 31.54 þ 0.13 31.48 þ 0.12 31.88 31.33 þ 0.14 31.23 þ 0.24 31.44 þ 0.14 31.52
Zj

all 31.74 31.80 31.22 2.03 31.82 32.49 31.54 0.11
aAverages are calculated on the basis of 100 structures.
bEnergy of the molecule in the GROMOS96 force ¢eld including implicit solvation terms.
cRadius of gyration.
dRoot mean square deviations of backbone (bb) and all (all) atoms after superposition.
eAngle variation is computed as

���������������������������������������������Pf�vi 2 � vP 2�=2ng
p

values of the sum of P and i angle variations.
f Solvent accessible surface (SAS) was calculated using a self-written routine; tot, total SAS; phob, hydrophobic SAS; phil, hydrophilic SAS;
ratio, ratio of SASphob/SASphil.
gSecondary structure calculation was performed using MOLMOL.
hRamachandran plot area occupation was determined by use of PROCHECK; core, core area; allow, allowed area; gener., generally allowed
area; disallow, disallowed area.
iAverage energy according to PROSA.
jQuality Z-score according to WHATIF.
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the proteins BPTI and Y35G BPTI. The results have been
compared to those of similar MD and CED simulations and
to experimental NMR evidence. Since this method, using an
implicit mean solvation, is evidently able to sample conforma-
tions corresponding to long-term movements of proteins, it
falls in the category of time-saving techniques (cf. [5]). LD
achieves sampling of alanine dipeptide conformations that
are inaccessible to either MD or CED under the chosen con-
ditions. LD and MD sample molecular motions with apparent
di¡erences in sampling performance. This was evident in the
case of Y35G BPTI, where the additional £exibility detected
by LD corresponds closely to slow motions identi¢ed by
NMR techniques. This is in marked contrast to the fast mo-
tions which are predominantly sampled by MD alone. These
results encourage the further development of combined fast
sampling/MD methods for application to biological macro-
molecules, in order to achieve molecular motions on the
time scale relevant to biologically important dynamic func-
tions.
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